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Tougher competition in the marketplace is generating the need to better 
optimize resources, improve profitability and keep customers satisfied. 
Companies are increasingly looking to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
software solutions to improve operations and provide faster customer 
response. 
  
Choosing an ERP solution that meets, or is easily adapted to your specific 
business requirements, will enable a smoother implementation. A proprietary, 
custom designed system is simply an unnecessary expense in today’s 
marketplace. One of the main reasons ERP implementations fail is because  
the software doesn’t meet basic, industry specific, business requirements.  
But, finding and purchasing the correct ERP application is only half  
the battle. A well-designed implementation plan and having a cohesive  
leadership team are the keys to success. 
 
From a technical standpoint alone, implementing an ERP system can be 
daunting. A properly designed blueprint will provide a functional layout that  
will align the business processes and information systems, while empowering 
your company to achieve results that create and extend enterprise value.  
 
The scope of an ERP system implementation, before you begin to see any 
benefit, can generally be anywhere from six months to a year, depending  
on what system you choose and what type of customizations you want.  
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Before you get even that far, you have to: 
  

•  Determine your needs. What are you planning to use the ERP system  
for, and answer the question “Is it feasible?”  

•  Research and evaluate each vendor that sells/implements the type  
of ERP system you’re looking for and select one. 

•  Decide if you want a consultant or if you’re going to attempt to do  
the installation with no outside help. 

•  Assemble a team of people to work exclusively on the project  
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The technical work is not the most important: your team members are. One  
of the most important things to know about an ERP system implementation  
is that it is not just an IT change. It is a business-wide,every-employee-must-be- 
on-board-because-they-have-to-use-the-system-everyday kind of change. It’s of  
the utmost importance that you bring the people along with the process and  
the technology, and make it known that it’s not just the company that will  
improve as a result, but that the employees’ skills will improve as well. 
 
In fact, if you can’t or don’t humanize the process of implementing your ERP 
system, you will fail. The internet is littered with stories of ERP implementation 
failures, as well as guides on how to avoid such failures, and they all include  
a common theme: get your employees on board.  
  



So while an estimated implementation range of six months or more seems 
long, it’s necessary because of the human element. There are different 
personality types and different learning styles. And because you can’t move 
forward without your employees, your project can’t progress any faster than  
the rate at which your team learns. That’s why training is so important to this 
process. Train, train, train and then after training, practice. As part of your 
implementation process, there should be a “sandbox” database setup, and  
as each employee practices their part of the software, they’ll also learn to  
see how their part connects to all the other parts. 
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In a project like this, it’s common for the anxiety among employees to be 
high. As humans, we are generally resistant to change, and an ERP system 
implementation is a big one. Among your employees, you’ll find the same  
three reactions you’ll find to any change:  

1. People who are excited 

2. People who are ambivalent or disconnected 

3. People who are entirely opposed 
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It’s imperative to have people excited about the change. Your challenge here is 
only that these people aren’t yet thinking deeply enough about the impact – 
because they don’t know what they don’t know. In the beginning, they will 
oversimplify the process and will potentially have unrealistic expectations.  
 
Upon receiving more information about the implementation, team members 
will say to themselves, “Oh, I see that this is where we can make a process 
change for the better” – and then are willing to meet that change head on. 
They don’t have the knowledge they need yet, so you must identify these 
people early on. They can be a great resource as long as they are given the 
right knowledge and their energy gets channeled properly.  
 
Ask yourself, "What can we do to empower these people, these champions  
of change?” 

1. Those Who Are Excited… 
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The ambivalent or disconnected employees need to be 
converted into “believers” because they’re thinking, “You 
don’t understand how this works,  we can show you how  
we do it today, that we don’t need this new ERP system.” 
These employees don’t want to change, but they also aren’t 
outright combative; they’ll do exactly what they are told,  
no more, no less.   
 
They can become some of your most ardent cheerleaders, 
once they understand the positive impact of the project. 

2. Those Who Are Disconnected… 
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Those employees that are entirely against the change are thinking, “What are you 
doing? Over my dead body will I learn a new system that will change how I do my  
job, or might replace me.” They know how to do their jobs already, probably with  
their eyes closed, and they believe that implementing an ERP system is fixing 
something that isn’t broken. Allowing this type of employee to have too loud  
a voice can not only derail a project, but could potentially lead to all-out failure.  
You need to be prepared to either postpone the implementation until you can  
get more of your crew on board or, in extreme circumstances, let go of the offending 
employees. 

3. Those Who Reject Change… 

It is worth noting that those antagonistic people are correct in their belief that the 
new system will change how they do their jobs. Introducing a new ERP system will 
likely lead to efficiencies, such as doing in two keystrokes what used to take five,  
or compiling reports in minutes vs. hours. In order to gain such efficiencies, the 
project leadership team needs to convey that the decision makers, having chosen 
to implement an ERP system, are committed to process re-engineering. Continually 
tweaking the processes as everyone gets to know the ERP system may eventually 
reduce their workload and remove some work all together. This means new 
opportunities may arise for those whose workload has been reduced. The company 
executives don’t want a system that works just like the old system - that’s a waste  
of money and time.  In the ideal scenario, the executive team has the employees  
on board during this process so good changes can happen. Good changes mean 
the company is growing and the employees still have their jobs five years down  
the road. 
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It’s important to communicate frequently during the process.  More frequently 
than you would expect.  Employees need to hear “Hey, we appreciate your 
passion, but let’s take a step back. We're all working toward the same goal, so 
we need to be on the same page. Let’s figure out how we can help each other.” 
  
As the process moves forward, there are ways to continue bringing your 
employees along. First, always have a representative from every department in 
your implementation meetings, so each department has an advocate. Then, 
before you go into meetings, ask, “What are our objectives?” Make sure to 
include time for departmental questions and concerns.  

   Coming out of meetings should prompt follow-up questions:  
 
1.  “What went well?” “Why?”  
2.  “What didn't go well?” “Why?”  
3.  “What could we have done better?" 
4.  “Did we achieve this meeting’s objectives?”  
5.  “What will we change for next time?” 

   There are several reasons for these actions and questions:  
 

1.  They force you to really think through what  
just happened, which will guide you toward  
what needs to happen next time. 

2.  The answers are a great way to transfer  
knowledge throughout your  
workforce and to elicit feedback. 

3.  It’s another way to humanize the process –  
departmental representatives make the  
employees feel included and heard. 
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These meetings will also bring forward the fears that many employees, even the 
decision makers who made the choice to implement an ERP system, are having.  
There is going to be anxiety at every level of this process simply due to  
the magnitude of the change and the resistance that we humans, in general,  
have to change. 

   Top fears you’re going to encounter among the leadership of the company… 
 

1.  “How do we plan?”  
2.  “How do I find and bring in the best resources?”  
3.  “How are we going to do this with everything else we have to do during the day?” 

   Some fears are process driven… 
 

1.  “Have we done the right thing?”  
2.  “What if this isn’t the right system?"  
3.  “What if the implementation is longer than/costs more than we expected?” 

   Then there are the fears about training… 
 
1. “How are we going to train all these people?” 
2. “Who’s going to do the training?”  
3. “Do we have enough space/the right environment in which to train?”  
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   Amongst your departmental employees the main questions will be: 
 

1.  “How am I going to be able to do my job? I used to be good at what I did  
and now it’s changing what I did - so what if I’m not good at it anymore?” 

2.  “Am I going to be left behind if I can’t learn as fast as everyone else?”  

3.  “What if I look incompetent? Will they fire me if I seem incompetent?” 

If there isn’t a culture of clear communication, unanswered questions will cause  
more and more anxiety. 
  
Ultimately the goal is to challenge your employees while simultaneously helping  
them to be successful. As they stretch themselves and make positive headway  
they’ll get more excited about the possibilities, which will make them want to stretch 
themselves more. Creating a positive environment that encourages those things 
means catering to each learning style and each personality type.  
  
That's the crux of an implementation: Dig deep into the project and understand that 
your employees are your key resource. Moving ahead with them involves giving them 
the strategies and tools to be the team that you will  have for a successful 
implementation. And then back this up with an executive group that is committed  
to enabling a successful implementation. 
  
Ultimately, implementing an ERP system is a true test of leadership. As a leader, you 
have to not only coordinate and facilitate the technical details of the project, but also 
inspire your people to join you on the implementation journey. Remember to humanize 
the process, there is  no such thing as typical – your company’s implementation will  
be totally unique – and that the implementation is a marathon, not a sprint.  
  
With good leadership, you can help ordinary people do extraordinary things. 



About MANTRALOGIX 
 
Mantralogix is a trusted technology partner, serving Canadian and US markets since 1996.  We specialize 
in ERP/Accounting and CRM solutions, as well as a host of leading IT solutions & services.  Our core 
values drive us to work with you, leveraging technology to increase flexibility, creativity and agility to 
support your human talent and as a result, your business.  For us, it's personal, not just business! 
 
To find out more about Mantralogix, Inc. please visit http://www.mantralogix.com or call  
+1 866.320.8922 
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